
Helping endangered plants
and animals

These bats are one of the biggest species of bat.
They live on islands just next to Madagascar. They spend much of their time
in the trees roosting or looking for fruit and flowers to eat.

As well as spreading seeds what other important job do they do?

_________________________________

What is the conservation status of these bats? Circle the right answer.

Vulnerable                     Endangered                      Critically Endangered                           Extinct in the wild

What is happening to the forests where the bats live?

Answer:

CLUE:
Bees and

butterflies also
do this

important job
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Bristol Zoo helps to protect rare frogs. Many species are dying out from infections caused by a
fungus called the chytrid fungus.

Can you name three things Harry the AmphiKeeper has to do to keep the frogs in the
Amphipod free from disease?

1. 

2. 

3.

Fish can make great pets, but, like all animals, they need the right level of care.

Every week we are contacted by people wanting to re-home pet fish that have got too big for their tanks.

People often think that fish will only grow to the size of the tank they live in. This is not true.

Can you fill in the blanks from our top tips?

Make sure your tank is                     enough for the                             and type of fish when they are

Name three things you would need, to set up your own tank?

 _____________________________

 _____________________________

 _____________________________

In Bug World you will find some very rare snails, called Partula snails. Some species of these snails are
extinct in the wild.

Watch the video in the Partula breeding room and answer the following questions.

CLUE:
Look at the
picture of
Harry the

Amphikeeper

CLUE:
Visit the home

tank in the
Aquarium



Where do Partula snails live in the wild?

Name the two species of invasive snail that have caused problems for the Partula snails.

1.  ____________________________

2.  ____________________________

What is Bristol Zoo doing to help Partula snails?

All the animals here need trees to live in, but
in many places, trees are being chopped
down for wood.

When we buy things made from paper and wood, we
can help trees and the animals that need them, by
choosing the things that have the special FSC symbol
on them.

If you and your family buy things made from FSC wood
and paper, what are you helping to look after?

A) Forests

B) Deserts

C) Coral reefs

An invasive
species is an

animal/ plant
not naturally

found in a place



6. Penguin Coast

Not all penguins live in cold places.

Which country do the penguins at Bristol Zoo come from?

_______________   ________________

Bristol Zoo works with a conservation charity called SANCCOB to help penguins in the wild.

What are the three ways we help penguins in the wild (the three R’s)?

R  __________________________

R  __________________________

R  __________________________

Use the knowledge you have gained from the trail to find the answers in our conservation word search.

Clue: Look in
the penguin

hut for
answers

Illustrations by Sam Church

● The part of a fruit that is found in
the poo of Livingstone’s fruit bat

● A word that describes an animal or
plant that is not naturally found in
a place

● The species of penguins found at
Bristol Zoo

● A word used to describe a rare
animal or plant

● The type of fungus that infects
amphibians

● Three letters you can look for to
help protect forests

● The name of the Zoo exhibit where
our lemur leaf frogs live


